
Paying For It

Money; big, big money.
How to garner money.
Allocate money.
Expend money.
Keep money.
As our latest millennium opened; as, giddily, our nation high-stepped over the threshold; 

as, all together, everyone enthusiastically entered into a glitteringly “transformative” new age – a 
truly benevolent new age where a growing supply of self-promoting educational experts had 
begun to make the claim of getting smarter; of stepping up; of standing for children; as we 
opened our arms and welcomed in this exceptionally modern new era where not only the 
Department of Education but a growing number of compliant school districts were no longer led 
by career-dedicated, long-term-experienced educators, but by hard-line, business-world, 
deregulated-market idealists...

Well, not surprisingly? 
A modern-day profit-is-all leadership began to almost immediately agitate and complain 

about the colossal fiscal obligation owed to implementing a truly public all-student-inclusive 
system of education.  

Layered onto the cost? 
Well; as it turned out, a reliable, long-term public structure of education depended not 

only upon building relationships with those so many career-dedicated, student-protective, 
stubbornly-outspoken educators (those so many unappreciative educators who kept provoking 
their selfish resistance to an immovably top-down, non-collaborative management) but – these 
very same employees?  

Exasperatingly expected district leaders to value, safeguard, and pay for the quality 
attached to a years-long, craft-building experience.  This huge, all-student public arrangement, in 
fact, was literally packed with those annoyingly faithful employees: all of whom, in the name of 
a steadfast public service?  Gallingly counted upon realizing not only an incremental longevity 
support, but, after years of collecting retirement-garnered paychecks, acquiring back that 
heaviest of financial obligations: 

Pensions. 
It was, really, such a gosh-darned expensive thing, this liberal silly idea; this impossible 

goal of offering our nation’s children a democratically protected all-student-inclusive public 
school equity.  In a smarter, forward-thinking age; in an age bent to a benevolently pioneering 
reform – well logically, in an innovative era where massively deregulated monetary 
disbursements (rather than any fuzzily egalitarian all-student-inclusive ideals) were surely a 
more rational foundation for competitive free market solutions: 

Why stick with any of those old-fashioned all-student traditions?
Historically, in fact, large inner-city districts had quickly come to recognize that lowest-

income and most often culturally-different communities wielded only a nominal to nonexistent 
political leverage.  Despite a slew of Civil Rights’ lawsuits arguing the need for intentionally 
protecting an academic equity, schools exercising the least political clout had been repeatedly 
forced to function while employing the largest number of brand-new inexperienced, most 
unreliable and statistically-proven least effectual – but invitingly cheapest – teachers. 



Now, as the annually implemented test-score divisions drew ever more visible boundaries 
around pockets of cultural, socio-economic, and political relevance; and as, each year, these 
meticulously instigated separations engendered an ever more explicit border around truest 
political power – bottom-line business leaders stepped in when they saw their chance.  

Which neighborhoods, which communities, which schools...
Would be least likely to fight back or figure things out if, over time, hiding behind a 

scintillatingly advertised pull-the-trigger razzle-dazzle?
You robbed their students of a true education.*
As you, gosh, so compassionately, simply quit paying for teacher quality.  
What if, in place of paying for a long-term, proven-more-effectual teacher experience, 

conversely you started to complain (loudly, publicly and even judicially) about selfishly inept, 
change-resistant, intransigently-union-protected, child-hating employees – and then, repeatedly, 
poignantly and slyly?  You began to suggest the growing national imperative for advancing our 
country’s “benevolent” movement toward the very profitable non-profit location, training and 
hiring of a cyclically interchanging stream of very young, but magically able (read: much less 
expensive, short-term, non-contracted, non-unionized, look, ma, no pensions) good educators.† 

Hmm.   
Which schools would be least likely to step in and stop your Big-Money-published, 

smoke-screen-sheltered, cutting-costs-at-the-expense-of-students intentions: Politically-
powerful, affluent-suburban, dominant-culture and dominant-culture assimilated buildings?  

Or poorest, most culturally diverse, most socially dissimilar, most politically helpless 
schools.  Those schools which, in a truly old-school democratic, neighborhood-inclusive 
fashion?

Kept offering up seats to all students.

*Or, as this practice has been identified and referenced: offering them only a “share-croppers’s education.”

†And now, in truly modern years, after more than a decade bent to a loudly applauded and hard-hittingly punitive 
school reform?  Our state can boast of having some of the lowest-paid teachers in the nation.


